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rain research has brought us some useful
insights and a deeper understanding of teaching
and learning. Some research results, however,
only confirm what we already know or believe we
know about education. These results are impor-
tant because they provide a necessary back-
ground for educational policy and because they
deepen our knowledge. Other research opens new
and sometimes surprising insights into the organ-
ic basis of human development.
One of the most important insights is discov-

ery of the environment-dependent plasticity of the
human brain. Brain structure may change contin-
ually, particularly during childhood, but also in
adults, dependent on experience and the spiritual
activity of the individual.1 To
some degree, human beings
continue to develop new
brain structures as they
stimulate some areas and
neglect others, depending on
their activities and interests.
This development relates not
only to the renewal of
synaptic connections
between brain cells and those areas that are par-
ticularly stimulated (e.g., through skilled occupa-
tion), but, as new research suggests, to experi-
ences that encourage a regeneration of cells, at
least in some areas of the brain (this is called neu-
rogenesis, and occurs, for example, when olfac-
tory neurons react to a new scent).
We are thus lifelong sculptors of our brains,

and we are also active co-designers of important
organic conditions for our more or less complex
emotional and spiritual abilities. Brain plasticity
advocates, by inference, a versatile but ordered—
and not too demanding—education for children;
a balanced education of head, heart, and limbs.
Only through such “whole” experiences can
human beings, through their organic brain rudi-
ments, react to given challenges in a flexible,
socially correct, and creative way.2 Ultimately,

physical activity and emotions, which, according
to brain research, are decisive for learning experi-
ences, allow learning experiences to manifest
themselves organically in the brain.
In this respect, research contradicts the intel-

lectual or cognitive interpretation given to it by
demands for “brain exercise,” “Baby Einstein,”
“PISA-Power training” or similarly uninspiring
“neuro-didactic recommendations.” Instead, brain
research shows clearly that instructional learning
does not lead, in the long run, to “storage” of
what has been learned. Rather, sensual experi-
ence, happiness and disappointment, and wonder
and discomfort are constituent elements of learn-
ing and brain development.3 The ordered multi-

plicity of experience, and
association-rich artistic and
creative activities, produce
an association-rich brain
structure, one that in itself
seems to be an organic con-
dition for creative thinking
and complex emotional cul-
tures. An educational- and
socio-economic condition

that favors channeled experiences also leads to an
impoverishment of the “pathways” of the neuro-
logical landscape.
Insight into the brain’s plasticity has led to an

abundance of pedagogically important research.
For example, media psychology and brain
research have yielded interesting insights into
adolescent life and its culture of screen media. It is
very likely that the dominance of visual media
leads to a culturally determined alteration of
young brain structures, particularly if, at the same
time, it is accompanied by an impoverishment of
literary competence: Areas of the brain that are
important for language and literary abilities are
depleted while certain motor and visual areas are
developed more extensively. (A much quoted
example of such effects is the discovery of the
enlarged thumb representation in the brain of
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In Germany—and other nations—this conclu-
sion relates to increasing early enrollment in
schools. The undimmed euphoria for an alleged
early advancement is accompanied by research
that shows that a significant number of children
enrolled later (at the age of about 6 years) shows
better school results than those enrolled earlier (at
the age of about 5 years) or, at least, does not
display any general advantage of early enroll-
ment.6 An international survey by the British
Association for Early Childhood Education con-
cludes that enrollment in such programs prior to
the age of 6 years provides no advantage in lan-
guage and mathematical skills.7

Recent brain physiology
studies by Philip Shaw and
colleagues show that chil-
dren who develop relatively
more slowly during their
preschool and primary
school years later often
achieve a thicker layer of
the brain neo-cortex and
greater intellectual achieve-
ments than children whose
development was subjected
to a relatively intense “early
promotion.”8 A depletion of
this region of the brain,
according to researchers,
has consequences not only
for the three brain areas

associated with the “three main competencies”
(reading, writing, arithmetic), but also for the
capacity to digest and integrate sense impres-
sions. David Shore and colleagues’ results are
clear: Children can adequately integrate different
complex sense impressions up to the age of 10
only if they are allowed sufficient space for devel-
opment.9 Summing up empirical results on the
development of perception, the authors say that
children have to be able to adopt a “pace” for
learning that relates to their individual ability to
learn and that is not subject to curriculum guide-
lines or pressure.
Many research results are highly relevant to

education, although they tend to portray early
and suggestive indications as sound conclusions.
In this category belongs, for example, the discov-
ery that an essential part of effective long-term
learning takes place during sleep—providing
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adolescents who send a large number of text mes-
sages.)
The consequences of such structural change

to the brain—for example, for the language com-
petence of young people referred to in the PISA
studies or for the development of imaginative
forces—are obvious.4 Language, especially, with
its implicit hierarchies and syntactic figures, but
also mime, gesture, movement, and social interac-
tion; practical experiences in school; and emotion-
al exchange with other persons are examples of
important elements for competence-enhancing
brain development, according to brain researcher
Wolf Singer. The dominance of screen media in
the life of many children
and the accompanying
social isolation is there-
fore—as psychological
research shows—organi-
cally anti-educational
because they limit the pos-
sibilities for adolescent
development.
From a pedagogical

point of view, insight into
the individual brain struc-
ture of each child is also
important—even with
identical twins. The reason
behind this is the experi-
ence dependence of indi-
vidual human brain forma-
tion. No brain completely resembles another
because, for one thing, there is no absolutely iden-
tical level of human experience.5 Different levels of
development in different children at any age can
be explained, in part, by the effects on different
brain structures of specific experiences. These dif-
ferences ask for a teacher’s marked alertness to
children at different stages of development. These
differences also argue against reaching too hasty
a conclusion concerning what a child should be
able to do at a certain age. Differences in develop-
ment make for an important argument against
any blanket or generalized statements about the
learning process. For this reason, pupils should
not be measured with the same stick or subjected
to a standardized program without also including,
minimally, individual attention and encourage-
ment.

The neuro-theoretical debate
about free will and mechani-
cal metaphors of brain
research appear, in this con-
text, to be symptoms of a
much deeper cultural trend,
one which numerous brain
researchers and their peda-
gogical servants loyally
applaud—instead of finding
and developing other para-
digms of brain research.
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there is a healthy sleep pattern—researched,
among others, by Maximilian Moser from a
chrono-biological perspective.10 During deep
sleep, the experiences of the day, which are
“deposited” in short term memory, are communi-
cated from the hippocampus to the neo-cortex—a
kind of communication takes place between the
two brain organs—so that what has been
absorbed during the day is incorporated into
what has hitherto been experienced, and is thus
associated with a new brain structure (although it
is still unknown “who” causes this communica-
tion).11

The calamity of these
discoveries becomes evi-
dent in connection with
media-psychological
research, which shows
that in TV addicts (those
who watch television for
more than 3 hours per
day) sleep patterns
become dysfunctional
and attention deficit and
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) syndrome increas-
es.12 Then, to combat these attention disorders,
which are partly caused by increased viewing
hours and other stress factors, medications such
as Ritalin are prescribed. Astonishingly, instead of
remediating the environment, we medicate,
adding another challenge to healthy brain devel-
opment. Ritalin and other such drugs, according
to the latest research, may have negative long-
term effects on young brains.13

Basic Problems of Brain Research
However helpful the indications that educa-

tors can take from brain research, we have to take
a critical view of the concomitant dangers. Brain
research in general is characterized by three prob-
lems: a lack of historical reflection by its protago-
nists and supporters; the methodological and
philosophical problems of numerous experiments;
and an image of human beings that is based on
brain research and, in the end, a neuro-centrically
constricted viewpoint. The head and, in particu-
lar, the brain within it reside like a kind of Louis
XIV above the rest of the body, the rank and file,
in this anthropological panopticon.

Historical Shortsightedness
The history of science shows us that the for-

mulation of questions and the central concepts of
certain disciplines often consist of thought and
interpretation patterns that are characteristic,
beyond science, of the culture they constitute; cul-
ture and thinking mirror each other. This pattern
could be termed a “historical syntax” that leads
our thinking and feeling without our conscious-
ness of the pattern itself.14 This unconscious mir-
roring asks for critical verification of our historical
choices in certain disciplines, insights, and percep-

tions if we wish to under-
stand underlying social
trends.
Here is not the place to

look into this in more detail. I
would like to mention one
theory, however, because it
concerns a problem of brain
research that has conse-
quences for education. If we
look at the concepts favored
by German language maga-

zines and journals that are meant to exemplify a
“brain-accurate education,” we notice an analogy
between human and machine. These magazines
speak of a “computer” instead of a brain and the
“wiring of nerve cells in early childhood through
early intellectual development,” of “brain mod-
ules,” of the “interconnection of brain cells in
babies,” of the “neurological layout” of the brain,
of “updates for learning,” of “neuro-hardware,”
and of the “software of learning.” They speak of
the “child’s RAM,” of the “hard disc of the brain,”
of the “neuron data motorway,” and of the
“cabling of brain modules.”
In an increasing number of educational theo-

ries and reports, attention to the significance of
aesthetics, creativity, unexpected learning results,
moral abilities, and open learning processes is
replaced by metaphors that equate children and
machines. The “information-processing approach”
to education prevails.15 According to these tech-
nocratic apologists, we carry a “learning
machine” in our heads. They report that, condi-
tioned by visual media, “the head’s neurological
cables are being relocated in the PC-Generation,”
and so on.

Observation of brain activi-
ty, which is really only an
observation of metabolic
processes in the brain—or
blood circulation—suffers
from the curious fact that it
completely overlooks the
body below the head.



This use of metaphor is not a simple concoc-
tion of the press; a considerable number of brain
researchers have initiated this technical vocabu-
lary. Blind to actual brain phenomena, they have
introduced terminology regarding the “wiring”
and “circuitry” of nerve cells—they have intro-
duced “mechanical clumsiness,” as Friedrich
Nietzsche called this pattern of thought and
speech. Toddlers with speech defects, for example,
are diagnosed with “micro-circuit-dysfunction,”
and we see babies as “control groups.” “Neurons
fire synonymously” instead of exchanging signals
and impulses in mutual rhythm; “synaptic circuit-
ry” takes the place of connections among nerve
cells; and “modules” or “clusters”
replace organic tissues.
This mechanization of world-

view is typical not only of many
brain researchers—it is a general
cultural habit today. Susanne
Wickum-Glinski has shown, for
example, through the symbolism
of contemporary children’s and
teen literature, that the “machine metaphor”
found its way into this genre in the 1980s, in non-
fiction in particular.16 Nerves are called “news-
nets” or “telephone cables,” the eye is a camera,
the sense of touch is described as a “feeling appa-
ratus,” the kidney is a filter or purification plant,
the spleen is a dustcart, the spinal disc a bumper,
the joints are joysticks, the heart is a high per-
formance pump or engine, the liver a central labo-
ratory, and so on.
A similar mechanization of human beings is

found in movies—like “Batman” or “Star Wars”—
and in toys and comics. The series “X-Men” shows
a strange mix of man and machine; the toy indus-
try offers a rich assortment of mechanical human
forms or “human machines;” and last but not
least, videos and cyberspace action games often
make use of these mechanized, militarized figures.
At the same time, images of humankind are

rapidly degraded by many television programs in
which sexual relationships are reduced to “mutual
benefit unions.”17 The postmodern proclamation
of the “death of the subject” and the questioning
of human individuality—in short, the construc-
tivist interpretation of the world—all belong to
this context.18 The neuro-theoretical debate about
free will and mechanical metaphors of brain
research appear, in this context, to be symptoms

of a much deeper cultural trend, one which
numerous brain researchers and their pedagogical
servants loyally applaud—instead of finding and
developing other paradigms of brain research.

Method, Philosophy, and the
Human Image
Some brain researchers’ claims that human

beings have no free will, such as those of Wolf
Singer and Gerhard Roth, have prompted provoca-
tive and, therefore, enticing discussions. If, for
example, we give a test subject a task in which he
or she must make a decision, and we observe
brain activity prior to and during the experiment,

we often see, shortly
before the (assumed)
actual conscious decision,
decision-activating
impulses arise in deeper
levels of the brain. This,
allegedly, speaks for a
non-conscious “pre-deci-
sion” of the brain.19

From the perspective of research methods this
“insight” illustrates, however, a series of problems.
The test subject is observed in the restricted envi-
ronment of an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
machine or an EEG (electroencephalogram) cap,
and the question remains whether or not a “free”
decision is possible under such conditions—or
whether the results are methodological artifacts.
Further, if we ask what critics of the idea of

human freedom understand by “will,” we usually
encounter an astonishing naïveté in the definition
of this term, which to this day has not been clari-
fied within the discipline of psychology (for exam-
ple, in the simple and unexamined equation
between “will” and “conscious decision,” or the
opinion that the impetus for free deeds of will can
be localized in the neo-cortex). Some researchers
whose own results are interpreted in this naïve
fashion warn at the same time of drawing too-
hasty conclusions.20

The philosophical critique of the hypothesis of
the non-existence of free will has been far more
comprehensive, however, than the neurological
critique.21 This is because concepts like responsi-
bility or guilt lose their meaning if decision-making
processes are only instigated by unconscious or
preconscious brain activity and not, at least part-
ly and temporarily, by a freely deciding individ-

[W]hole body activity
alone constitutes com-
plete perception and
shows that perception
cannot be a process of
brain alone.
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ual. To conclude against free will has considerable
consequences for our legal system, for philosophy,
and for education. To take only one instance, a
leading assumption regarding modern educa-
tion—that children ought to be guided to develop
into autonomous, decision-making, and responsi-
ble human beings—would be exposed as an illu-
sion. Indeed, for some educators, a “brain-correct”
education already takes precedence over a “child-
correct” education. For them, the brain, not the
human being, is the appropriate beneficiary of
educational endeavours.22

Besides allegations that some brain
researchers’ deterministic hypotheses express a
materialist prejudice, observable as a common
cultural phenomenon far beyond the areas of
brain research, this point of view also receives a
fair amount of criticism for its lack of reflection.
For example, the philosopher Peter Bieri remarks:
“What appears like a sound empirical refutation
of free will is a bizarre piece of metaphysics.”23

Most present discussions generally do not follow
the lines of these sharp confrontations, however,
but try, rather, to find a middle way. According to
this more moderate view, free will or autonomous
individuals have long been accepted by philoso-
phy, and, therefore, deterministic brain
researchers preach only to the already convert-
ed.24

Other critiques of the
deterministic hypothesis
play different language
games (which were basical-
ly formulated by Immanuel
Kant in relation to the
problem of freedom). For
the natural sciences, causal
and deterministic state-
ments are necessary,
except in certain areas like quantum physics.
These sorts of statements, and the world-view
they evidence, cannot simply be transferred to
spiritual scientific questions about human free-
dom without committing a category error.25

Further, the methodological shortcomings of
many studies do not allow a focus on the subject
of free will—which is reflected in the framework
of historical syntax as simply another view of the
world, one that is only replicated here but gener-
ated elsewhere. The philosopher Petra Gehring
points to this situation by referring to the colorful

pictures of brain metabolism in the title of a criti-
cal essay: “It blinks, it thinks: The pictures and
world views of neuroscience procedures.”26 Brain
researchers are not necessarily to blame for philo-
sophical errors and misinterpretations of their
work, in this view; they are simply operating with-
in an accepted paradigm.
Finally, here, the alleged observation of brain

activity, which is really only an observation of
metabolic processes in the brain—or blood circu-
lation—suffers from the curious fact that it com-
pletely overlooks the body below the head.27 But
does our thinking activity really take place only in
the head? Many brain researchers make this
assumption. Manfred Spitzer says succinctly:
“Learning takes place in the head.”28 In a lecture
at the University of Göttingen in 2006, Wolf
Singer emphasizes: “All knowledge resides within
the functional structure of the brain.” On the
other hand, the psychologist Erwin Straus entitles
one of the chapters in the second edition of his
study, “From the Sense of Senses” (1956): “Man
thinks, not the brain.” Who is on the right track?

Neuro-centric Shortsightedness
In order to answer this question I would like

to present some findings of a significant research
project on the effect of school architecture on ado-
lescents.29 How does perception of a school’s

facade or a certain color
arise and—this is particular-
ly important for our sub-
ject—how does it lead to
certain judgments about
what we perceive? Is percep-
tion a process that takes
place only in the brain? Our
studies show that this is not
the case. Every perception of

a built environment incorporates the activity of
different senses; for example, it may involve col-
laboration among the senses of hearing, vision,
and balance. Perception simultaneously connects
what we may call outer senses of the body (e.g.,
vision and hearing) through what we may call
inner senses (e.g., senses of movement and tem-
perature).
The cognition of architecture, therefore,

involves the whole human body and demands a
more detailed analysis of the collaboration of dif-
ferent sense qualities—a synthesis—through

The body’s peripheral senses
function as a kind of
response organ, comparable
to the soundboard of a vio-
lin, which turns string vibra-
tions into sound.
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which we (mostly consciously) perceive architec-
tural structures. An activated field of our senses
defines the impression a building makes on us. In
our research, we were, for example, able to deter-
mine that some students reacted to an environ-
ment of “warm” colors (like yellow) with a slightly
increased skin temperature in the chest region and
to cooler colors (like a whitish blue) with a slightly
lower temperature. These warmer or cooler quali-
ties correspond to moods that are provoked, for
example, by different colors and room tempera-
tures. It appears that regis-
tration of color in the brain
leads to an impulse within
the “periphery” of the chest
that stimulates or inhibits
blood flow. These tempera-
ture differences are transmitted by thermic recep-
tors to the brain and there connect to the actual
sense impression of the object. “Outer” (visual)
and “inner” (thermic) impression are joined to
form a synaesthetic impression of the quality of a
building. Only this interaction between inner and
outer senses leads to a positive or negative cate-
gorization of the perceived architecture (such as,
“It leaves me cold”—“It gives a warm feeling”—
“It depresses me”). The senses of temperature and
sight collude in forming a judgment.
The senses of sight, movement, and balance

work together every time we perceive a building.
When we look at something, for example, we
actually unconsciously take visual hold of it with
jerky eye movements (saccadic movements).
These eye movements, aroused by specific build-
ing forms in architecture, for example, can be
demonstrated visually with the aid of instru-
ments. Similarly, proprioceptors in our muscles
and tendons “notify” the brain of specific body
movements, even when we appear outwardly still.
The unconscious experience of movement within
our bodies then connects to the visual impression
of the building. Thus, within the whole body of
the observer, the impression is created of, for
example, a “lively” or “boring” structure.
Buildings with various contours and slopes often
appear enlivening and are associated with eye
movements that follow these different forms.
Buildings shaped like a box, for example, tend to
appear boring, rigid, or lifeless, and are associat-
ed primarily with horizontal and vertical eye
movements.30 Judgments such as “this building

appears dismal,” or “this room leaves me cold”
are not solely produced within the brain but are
based on processes within the whole body.31

The importance of processes within the
body’s periphery for forming an opinion within
the “center” is shown in numerous new studies,
including some that use imaginative activities.
The Italian researcher Vezio Ruggieri, for example,
shows that even imagination of objects is con-
nected to small eye movements, as is actual per-
ception of these objects.32 Ruggieri and various

Swedish psychologists
also show that, when
we look at grimaces or
jolly or sad faces, sub-
tle, outwardly invisible
activity takes place in

those muscles that are necessary to bring just
such expressions to our own faces.33

Similar imitation and response phenomena
have also been found by others and partly
ascribed to the activity of so-called mirror neu-
rons.34 We react physiognomically while observ-
ing expressions in others, although we are largely
unaware of this activity. Research shows that per-
ception and opinion or judgment formation are
accompanied by physiological processes within
the whole body, processes that are mirrored by
the “inner” sense system in the brain and there
connect with the visual or acoustic outer senses to
form the experience of the phenomena of percep-
tion. This whole body activity alone constitutes
complete perception and shows that perception
cannot be a process of brain alone.
What is the anthropological significance of

this “body response”? In a lecture in the cycle
Foundations of Human Experience (previously trans-
lated as Study of Man), Rudolf Steiner points out
how deductive perception arises out of the activi-
ty of different sense organs:

Someone who perceives a colored cir-
cle might say, “I see the color, and I see the
roundness of the circle or the circular
form.” However, here two very different
things are confused. At first you see only
the color through the specific activity of
the eye. You see the circular form when
you subconsciously use the sense of move-
ment and unconsciously make a circular
movement in the etheric or astral body,

[S]ense development is at the
same time a development of
our ability to form judgments.
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thus raising it into cognition. When the cir-
cle you have apprehended through your
sense of movement rises to cognition, it is
then joined with the perceived color. You
take the form out of your entire body
when you appeal to the sense of move-
ment spread out over your entire body.35

The perception and impact of color exempli-
fies the perception response model and the partic-
ipation of the whole body.36 According to this
model, colors (and, in the widest sense, all objects
of outer perception) are registered in the central
nervous system. A visual impression moves from
the eye and the optic nerve to the brain. If it were
registered only in the central nervous system,
however, we could assume that vision would
remain an activity irrespective of the act of
sight—and would produce a “monotonous
appearance.” According to this model, active per-
ception, evaluation, and accentuation (for exam-
ple, in line with the quality of the experience of
warm or cold colors) come about only when an
impulse of the central nervous system reaches the
periphery, where blood circulation is stimulated
and temperature is altered. Through the sense of
temperature this peripheral process is “mirrored”
in the relevant areas of the brain. The body’s
peripheral senses function as a kind of response
organ, comparable to the soundboard of a violin,
which turns string vibrations into sound.
Correspondingly, perceptions are configured

by the synaesthetic activation of the whole sense
system into a lively interest in the world, which
gives us the possibility of a discriminating, accen-
tuated, positive or negative, warm or cool assess-
ment of our world. Neuro-anatomically manifest-
ed, sense development is at the same time a
development of our ability to form judgments.
With this, the neuro-centric shortsightedness of
many brain researchers becomes evident: The “fir-
ing” of so-called mirror neurons during observa-
tion of a crying human being is possibly less a
mirroring of the observed phenomena than it is a
miming and synaesthetic perception of our own
bodies. We ourselves copy the physiognomy
before us—even if we do not notice this—and
only this allows us to form opinions and to look
at a face not “monotonously” but in lively partici-
pation.

The examples here highlight how important it
is to look at human beings as complete organisms
in relationship with the world and not to become
shortsighted by considering only brain processes
or cognitive faculties. Brains are important, but
we should not mistake them for human beings.
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